Design Comparison of NdFeB and Ferrite Radial Flux Magnetic Gears
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Abstract— Magnetic gears promise the benefits of mechanical gears with added advantages from contactless power transfer. Although most literature focuses on minimizing the size of magnetic gears, their material costs must also be reduced to achieve economic feasibility. This work compares the active material costs of NdFeB and ferrite radial flux magnetic gears with surface permanent magnets through a parametric 2D and 3D finite element analysis (FEA) study. Differences in optimal design trends such as pole count and magnet thicknesses are illustrated for the two materials. The results demonstrate that, for most historical price combination scenarios, NdFeB gear designs are capable of achieving lower active material costs than ferrite gear designs, and they are always capable of achieving much higher torque densities. Based on the selected design constraints, relative to a nominal ferrite cost of $10/kg, NdFeB must cost more than $90/kg before ferrite is cost competitive. Additionally, contour plots are provided to show the impact of material price rate variation on the cost break points.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, magnetic gears have drawn significant interest as an alternative to their mechanical counterparts [1]-[4]. Instead of achieving the gearing effect through mechanical contact, magnetic gears rely on modulated interaction between flux generated by magnets on the rotors. This provides a plethora of potential advantages, such as: inherent overload protection, improved reliability, and physical isolation between shafts. Furthermore, various magnetically geared machine topologies integrate a magnetic gear with a conventional permanent magnet (PM) motor or generator to produce a single device with the compactness of mechanically geared systems and the reliability of traditional direct drive machines [5], [6]. As a result, magnetic gears have attracted interest for use in several applications including wind turbines [7], wave energy generation [8], and electric vehicles [6].

Most literature on magnetic gears focuses on maximizing their torque density to make them competitive in size with mechanical gears [9], [10], but minimizing cost is also essential for the technology to achieve commercial success. One of the first decisions in the design of a magnetic gear is the selection of the magnet material. In an effort to reduce magnet costs, some literature suggests using weaker, but less expensive ferrite magnets instead of NdFeB magnets [8], [11]. This tactic is further motivated by the volatility of rare earth magnet prices, as shown in Fig. 1 [12], which makes many manufacturers leery of relying on rare earth magnets. Some studies have evaluated the torque density of NdFeB and ferrite magnetic gears on the basis of limited parametric sweeps [9] or the permanent magnet costs for the same single design with different magnet materials [11]. However, while thorough magnet material cost studies have been performed for conventional machines [13], [14], there is no known comprehensive comparison for individually optimized magnetic gears using the different materials and illustrating their divergent impacts on trends. Because the ferrite and NdFeB magnets result in different optimum designs, it is crucial to consider the best gear for each material to perform a proper comparison for a given objective.

II. DESIGN STUDY METHODOLOGY

This work analyzes the coaxial radial flux magnetic gear topology with surface mounted permanent magnets shown in Fig. 2 and examines the impact of using ferrite or NdFeB magnets on various design trends. In particular, tradeoffs between active material cost minimization and torque density maximization are characterized to highlight the effects of the magnet materials. As indicated by the material properties listed in Table I, a relatively strong grade of ferrite was selected for use in the comparison analysis.

![Fig. 1. Rare Earth Permanent Magnet Cost Trends [12].](image-url)
For this study, the gear’s inner, low pole count structure serves as the high speed rotor (HSR), the outer, high pole count structure is used as the low speed rotor (LSR), and the intermediate modulator assembly is stationary. Alternatively, the high pole count assembly could be held stationary and the modulators allowed to rotate in its place, but, while this would slightly increase the gear ratio and torque rating of each design, it would not change any optimization patterns. The number of modulators (\(Q_m\)) is related to the number of pole pairs on the HSR (\(P_{HS}\)) and on the LSR (\(P_{LS}\)) according to the established expression in (1), and the resulting gear ratio, which relates the speeds of the HSR (\(\omega_{HS}\)) and the LSR (\(\omega_{LS}\)), is given by (2).

\[
Q_m = P_{HS} + P_{LS} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Gear Ratio} = \frac{\omega_{HS}}{\omega_{LS}} = \frac{-P_{LS}}{P_{HS}} \tag{2}
\]

This study focuses only on the active material cost and torque density and neglects factors such as structural material (housing, bearings, etc.), manufacturing considerations (such as the impact of varying the radius on achievable air gap sizes), and assembly costs. In particular, the cost of each gear design is evaluated based on the assumption that its constituent materials, listed in Table I, each have a fixed price per unit mass, independent of the necessary component sizes and shapes. This is a simplification with respect to the reality that smaller, more complex sizes and shapes could increase the effective material prices and manufacturing costs. Thus, for the purposes of this analysis, the cost of a given design can be calculated by determining the requisite amounts of steel (used to form the rotor back irons and modulators) and permanent magnet material (either NdFeB or ferrite) and applying (3). The costs in Table I are used to demonstrate design trends and optimization patterns. However, because these patterns will vary slightly with the cost of the materials and because the dramatic volatility of NdFeB prices illustrated in Fig. 1 is a primary motivation for this investigation, the last section of the study provides an analysis of the impact of NdFeB, ferrite, and steel cost rate variations on optimal costs and torque densities.

\[
\text{Cost} = (\text{PM Mass}) \cdot (\text{PM Rate}) + (\text{Steel Mass}) \cdot (\text{Steel Rate}) \tag{3}
\]

To characterize the different design trends for both NdFeB and ferrite magnetic gears, several critical geometric gear parameters were swept over the ranges of values specified in Table II. Because there are strong interdependencies between the effects of different dimensions, the values of certain variables were coupled through derived parameters, which are included in Table II. First, the radial thickness of the LSR magnets, \(T_{LSM}\), is determined by the radial thickness of the HSR magnets, \(T_{HSM}\), and a ratio, \(k_{PM}\), as indicated in (4). This relationship is employed because the LSR has more magnetic poles than the HSR, which leads to increased flux leakage, so it is cost effective to keep the LSR magnets thinner than the HSR magnets. Thus, \(k_{PM}\) is swept over a range of values not exceeding 1. The second derived parameter, \(G_r\), represents the approximate (nearest integer) desired gear ratio, and it is used, along with \(P_{HS}\), to drive \(P_{LS}\), as described in (5). This approach keeps the number of modulators even, which results in symmetrical cancellation of the net forces on each rotor. Additionally, this approach maintains a relatively high least common multiple (LCM) between \(P_{HS}\) and \(P_{LS}\), which reduces the gear’s torque ripple [7].

\[
T_{LSM} = T_{HSM} \cdot k_{PM} \tag{4}
\]

\[
P_{LS} = \begin{cases} 
G_r \cdot P_{HS} + 1 & \text{for } (G_r + 1) \cdot P_{HS} \text{ odd} \\
G_r \cdot P_{HS} + 2 & \text{for } (G_r + 1) \cdot P_{HS} \text{ even}
\end{cases} \tag{5}
\]

In addition to the design parameters specified in Table II, all permanent magnet pole arcs were set equal to the corresponding pole pitches, as shown in Fig. 2, resulting in 100% angular fill factors for each magnet pole. All modulator pole arcs were set equal to half of the corresponding modulator pole pitches, as shown in Fig. 2, resulting in equally distributed modulator pieces and modulator slots.

| Table I. Characteristics of Magnetic Gear Materials
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>B,</td>
<td>Cost Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N42 NdFeB</td>
<td>7400 kg/m³</td>
<td>1.3 T</td>
<td>$50/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi NMF-12F Ferrite</td>
<td>4800 kg/m³</td>
<td>0.46 T</td>
<td>$10/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M47 Steel (26 Gauge)</td>
<td>7870 kg/m³</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$3/kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table II. Parametric Design Study Ranges
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Values</td>
<td>Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G_r)</td>
<td>Nearest integer gear ratio</td>
<td>4, 8, 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P_{HS})</td>
<td>HSR pole pairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{Ox})</td>
<td>Gear’s active outer radius</td>
<td>100, 125, 150</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{HSM})</td>
<td>HSR back iron thickness</td>
<td>5, 10, 20</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{LSM})</td>
<td>LSR magnet thickness</td>
<td>3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{AG})</td>
<td>Air gap thickness</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{Mod})</td>
<td>Modulator thickness</td>
<td>8, 11, 14</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_{PM})</td>
<td>LSR magnet thickness ratio</td>
<td>0.5, 0.75, 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{LSB})</td>
<td>LSR back iron thickness</td>
<td>5, 10, 20</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All 48,114 designs specified by the combinations of parameter values in Table II were evaluated for both ferrite and NdFeB gears using static finite element analysis (FEA) simulations at the stall torque alignment. Additionally, because several studies report significant discrepancies between the magnetic gear performance results predicted by 2D and 3D FEA simulations, due to axial leakage flux, more accurate 3D simulation models were used in this investigation where necessary (further explanation is provided in the following section). Although there is already a good analysis of the key trends related to these 3D effects [15], this study provides additional insight into their relative significance for a wider array of designs. Based on these 2D and 3D simulations, each gear design case was linearly scaled to the stack length required to achieve a stall torque of 250 N-m on the LSR. For each case, this stack length and the cross-sectional design were used to determine the gear volume and constituent material masses for torque density and active material cost calculations. In practice, a magnetic gear must be operated below its stall torque, but this will not change optimization trends.

Two additional considerations, demagnetization and magnetic flux containment, were addressed by analyzing the results and removing designs from the population set if they did not meet certain criteria with respect to these issues. Demagnetization was handled based on the static simulation results by evaluating the percentage of the magnet bodies operating at flux densities below the knee point of their demagnetization curves at 20 °C. Although this does not comprehensively quantify the full extent of the demagnetization that will occur during operation, nor does it address the temperature dependent nature of this phenomenon, it does indicate which designs are most susceptible to demagnetization. To that end, designs with more than 1% of the magnet volume operating below the knee point were removed from the population. Adequate magnetic flux containment was ensured by eliminating designs with an RMS flux density of greater than 10 mT on either the circular path 1 mm inside of the HSR back iron or the circular path 1 mm outside of the LSR back iron. This filtration process also served as one means of determining the acceptable back iron thicknesses for a given design. The other primary performance issues affected by the back iron sizing are the gear’s cost, torque density, and efficiency. Cost and torque density were addressed simply by calculating these values for each design and selecting the best results that were not eliminated due to demagnetization or magnetic containment issues. Efficiency was considered for the most cost effective and torque dense designs by performing 2D transient simulations to evaluate their full load losses at an LSR operating speed of 100 RPM.

III. RESULTS

The analysis of the simulation results is separated into three sections. The first set of graphs shown in Figs. 3-9 is based on the fixed cost rates provided in Table I and contains large sets of design points to simply illustrate general performance capabilities and trends, such as cost, torque density, mass, 3D effects, and efficiency, for various design subsets. The second set of graphs shown in Figs. 10-14 is also based on the fixed component cost rates provided in Table I and depicts detailed optimization patterns with respect to key design parameters for both NdFeB and ferrite gears. Finally, the third set of plots in Figs. 15-17 demonstrates the impact of material cost rate variations on the design optimization results.

A. Overview of Results

Fig. 3 displays the active material costs and torque densities of the most cost effective NdFeB and ferrite gear designs based on 2D FEA results, excluding those that suffered from poor magnetic containment or susceptibility to demagnetization. Similarly, Fig. 4 shows the active material costs and active masses of the best NdFeB and ferrite gear designs based on 2D FEA results. The data in these plots verifies the well-known facts that NdFeB magnetic gears can achieve significantly higher torque densities and much lower active masses than ferrite magnetic gears. Additionally, the graphs illustrate the previously unestablished conclusion that optimally designed NdFeB magnetic gears also have lower active material costs than optimally designed ferrite gears (based on the cost rates in Table I). Furthermore, these results indicate that the NdFeB gear designs with the lowest active material costs do not have the highest torque densities and vice versa. The highest torque density for any NdFeB design is 200 kN-m/m³ with an active material cost of $110. However, the most cost effective NdFeB design has an active material cost of $65 with a torque density of only 93 kN-m/m³. This divergence in optimization trends is primarily due to the fact that maximizing torque density requires using thicker magnets, but minimizing the active material cost of NdFeB designs requires using thinner permanent magnets. The same divergence is also present to a lesser extent in the ferrite gear data set. The most compact ferrite design achieves a torque density of 26 kN-m/m³ at an active material cost of $153, while the most cost effective ferrite gear design has an active material cost of $121 and a torque density of 21 kN-m/m³. The difference between the optimization extremes is smaller for the ferrite data set because the ratio of the ferrite to steel costs is smaller than the ratio of NdFeB to steel costs, and, thus, the overall cost is not simply minimized by using the thinnest acceptable ferrite magnets.

As noted earlier, magnetic gear designs can suffer from significant end effects due to axially escaping leakage flux not accounted for in 2D models. To address this issue, a subset of the most cost effective and torque dense NdFeB designs were re-simulated using 3D models at the stack lengths predicted by the 2D models and the corresponding active material cost, torque density, and active mass results are again shown in Figs. 5 and 6 along with the 2D ferrite design results. As indicated by their lower torque densities, the ferrite designs require much longer stack lengths than the NdFeB designs and, as result, they experience less significant 3D effects. Thus, 3D ferrite gear simulations were only conducted for the optimal designs represented in Figs. 12-17. Due to the impact of the 3D effects, the maximum NdFeB design torque density decreased from 200 kN-m/m³ to 143 kN-m/m³ and the minimum NdFeB design active material cost increased from $65 to $74, both of which are still superior to the corresponding optimum ferrite gear designs. Note that the impact of these 3D effects would decrease if the target gear torque rating was increased (assuming the same set of radii).
Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show the relationship between stack length, active material cost, and outer radius for 3D NdFeB and 2D ferrite magnetic gear simulations. As the outer radius increases, the stack lengths and active material costs of the best designs decrease (although practical designs would likely require larger air gaps at larger radial design points, which would slightly blunt this trend). As indicated by Fig. 7(a), this trend remains true, albeit slightly less significant, even when 3D effects are considered. A comparison of Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) demonstrates that the optimal ferrite gear designs require significantly longer stack lengths than the optimal NdFeB gear designs at the same radius. As noted earlier, these longer stack lengths reduce the impact of 3D effects on the ferrite designs.
Fig. 8 demonstrates the relative impact of 3D effects on NdFeB gear designs with different form factors. As illustrated by the data in Fig. 8, for a fixed torque rating, optimally designed gears with a larger outer radius, and thus a shorter stack length, tend to suffer a more significant reduction in torque, as compared to their 2D model projections. However, despite this consideration, the larger outer radius designs still generally achieve the lowest active material costs.

![Fig. 8. Impact of Outer Radius on 3D Effects for NdFeB Gear Designs at Different Stack Lengths](image)

Fig. 9 shows the simulated efficiencies of the most cost-effective and torque dense designs. These efficiencies only include the electromagnetic losses (eddy losses in the magnets and core losses in the steel) for operation at the LSR stall torque and an LSR speed of 100 RPM. The losses are determined from 2D transient simulations and linearly scaled to the necessary stack lengths. Fig. 9(a) shows the efficiencies of NdFeB designs at each of the gear ratios based on the stack lengths determined by 3D static simulations, and Fig. 9(b) illustrates the efficiencies of ferrite designs at each of the gear ratios based on the stack lengths determined by 2D static simulations. In both cases, the lower gear ratios achieve higher efficiencies due in part to the fact that the HSR rotates faster for higher gear ratios, which increases the electromagnetic frequencies present in the gear and leads to higher losses. There is also a tradeoff between cost and efficiency, which is primarily related to the selection of pole pair counts and back iron thicknesses. Additionally, despite being larger, the ferrite designs can achieve higher efficiencies than the NdFeB designs because the ferrite designs have lower flux densities, which lead to lower steel core loss densities, and because ferrite’s resistivity eliminates magnet eddy current losses.

B. Design Optimization Trends

Furthermore, because it is important to demonstrate design trends and tradeoffs, the effects of several of the design parameters are considered for designs using NdFeB magnets and designs using ferrite magnets at each of the different gear ratios. One key source of the differences in optimization trends for NdFeB and ferrite designs is the difference in the percentage of the active material cost associated directly with the magnet material as indicated in Fig. 10. Trends are evaluated for the NdFeB designs using both 2D and 3D simulation results and for the ferrite designs using 3D simulation results. Fig. 11 provides a legend describing the significance of each of the curves in Figs. 12-14, which demonstrate the impact of different design parameters.

Fig. 12(a) illustrates the minimum active material costs that can be achieved with HSR magnets of various thicknesses, and Fig. 12(b) provides the corresponding torque densities of these same minimum cost designs. Fig. 12(a) indicates that the minimum material cost for the NdFeB designs of each gear ratio can be achieved by using the thinnest magnets allowed in the simulation sweep. However, the minimum cost ferrite designs are achieved with thicker magnets. Because the magnet thickness contributes to the effective air gap, increasing the magnet thickness provides diminishing torque returns. Due to the relatively high cost of NdFeB magnets, the optimal NdFeB designs use magnet material almost as efficiently as possible, resulting in relatively thin magnets. However, the cost of iron is more significant in the ferrite designs, as shown in Fig. 10, creating a more significant tradeoff between magnet usage and steel usage. This leads to the optimal ferrite designs having thicker magnets than the optimal NdFeB designs. Fig. 12(b) shows that the torque density of the optimal designs increases with the magnet thickness. However, the 3D simulations reveal less of an increase in torque density than the 2D simulations because the end-effects penalty increases as the increased magnet thickness decreases the stack length.

![Fig. 9. Efficiencies for the Best (a) NdFeB and (b) Ferrite Gear Designs](image)
Fig. 10. Percentage of Total Active Material Cost from Magnet Material for NdFeB and Ferrite Designs

Fig. 11. Legend for Design Optimization Trend Plots in Figs. 12-14

Fig. 12. Impact of HSR Magnet Thickness on (a) the Minimum Active Material Cost and (b) the Corresponding Torque Density

Fig. 13. Impact of HSR Pole Pairs on the Minimum Active Material Cost

Fig. 14. Impact of \( k_{PM} \) on the Minimum Active Material Cost

Fig. 13 shows the effects of varying the HSR pole pair count on the minimum material cost. Higher gear ratios favor lower HSR pole pair counts than lower gear ratios because the gear ratio affects the tradeoff between optimizing the HSR and LSR pole pair counts. Additionally, ferrite designs tend to favor lower HSR pole pair counts than NdFeB designs because the thicker magnets favored by ferrite increase the effective air gap and, thus, the leakage flux per pole. Decreasing the number of poles counteracts this increase in leakage flux.

Fig. 14 illustrates the effect of varying \( k_{PM} \), the ratio of the LSR magnet thickness to the HSR magnet thickness. Because the higher number of poles on the LSR leads to more leakage flux on the LSR, it is cost effective to concentrate most of the magnet material on the HSR. As the gear ratio increases, the difference between the number of LSR and the number of HSR poles increases, leading to a greater improvement achieved by reducing \( k_{PM} \). However, in addition to the practical limitations of producing extremely thin magnets for the LSR, decreasing \( k_{PM} \) too far can increase the LSR magnets’ susceptibility to demagnetization by the HSR magnets.

C. Impact of Material Cost Rate Variation

The previous graphs and analysis are all based on the fixed costs provided in Table I; however, all of the materials, especially NdFeB, have some level of variability, which will impact the optimum designs and minimum achievable active
material costs. Figs. 15 and 16 characterize the impact of this variation in NdFeB and ferrite price rates on the minimum costs of the different designs, based on 3D simulation results. Fig. 15 shows the impact of NdFeB price variation on the minimum active material costs of the NdFeB designs relative to the fixed minimum costs of ferrite designs at the nominal ferrite price rate of $10/kg. Fig. 16 shows the impact of ferrite price variation on the minimum active material costs of the ferrite designs relative to the fixed minimum costs of NdFeB designs at the nominal NdFeB price rate of $50/kg. This data shows that, for surface mounted radial flux magnetic gears, relatively high NdFeB prices or low ferrite prices are required before ferrite gears become cost competitive. Under the assumed constraints, relative to the fixed minimum active material costs of the ferrite designs based on a ferrite cost of $10/kg, NdFeB designs with a gear ratio of ~4 require NdFeB to cost at least $93/kg before ferrite is cost competitive, while designs with gear ratios of ~8 and ~16 require NdFeB rates of $92/kg and $91/kg, respectively. Alternatively, relative to the fixed minimum active material costs of the NdFeB designs based on a cost of $50/kg for NdFeB, ferrite designs with a gear ratio of ~4 require ferrite to cost at most $3.3/kg for ferrite to be cost competitive, while designs with gear ratios of ~8 and ~16 require a ferrite rate of $3.5/kg. Regardless of active material cost, NdFeB designs are still significantly smaller.

Figs. 15 and 16 describe the impact of magnet material prices on the minimum achievable active material costs for the two sets of magnetic gear designs; however, Fig. 10 reveals that, while the active material cost of NdFeB designs is dominated by the cost of the magnets themselves, the cost of the steel is a non-negligible component of the ferrite designs. Thus, a range of costs for all three materials, are considered for a gear ratio of ~4 in the analysis provided in Fig. 17, based on 3D simulation results. Fig. 17(a) shows the impact of the steel and NdFeB price rates on the minimum achievable active material cost for the NdFeB designs, where the different colors and contour lines indicate the variation in this minimum cost. Similarly, Fig. 17(b) shows the impact of the steel and ferrite price rates on the minimum achievable active material cost for the ferrite designs. Fig. 17(c) illustrates the corresponding torque densities of these same minimum active material cost ferrite designs whose costs are characterized in Fig. 17(b). The trends in Figs. 15-17 display some curvature as prices vary, indicating that the optimal design changes as the material cost rates vary. As the ratio of magnet price to steel price increases, the optimal design increasingly favors thinner, more effectively utilized magnets, decreasing the torque density of the minimum active material cost design, as illustrated in Fig. 17(c).

![Fig. 15. Impact of NdFeB Cost Variation on Minimum Active Material Cost](image1)

![Fig. 16. Impact of Ferrite Cost Variation on Minimum Active Material Cost](image2)

![Fig. 17. Effect of Steel and Magnet Costs on (a) Minimum Active Material Cost of NdFeB Designs, (b) Minimum Active Material Cost of Ferrite Designs, and (c) the Corresponding Torque Density of the Minimum Active Material Cost Ferrite Designs](image3)
These results demonstrate that, for most reasonable combinations of NdFeB, ferrite, and steel cost rates, the increased energy density of NdFeB relative to ferrite offsets its higher cost per unit mass, making it the most cost effective magnet material to use in this magnetic gear topology.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Both NdFeB and ferrite radial flux magnetic gears with surface mounted permanent magnets were parametrically evaluated using 2D and 3D FEA to demonstrate various design trends and performance capabilities with the two different magnet materials. The results demonstrate that, under the assumed cost scenario of Table I, the optimal NdFeB designs are significantly more cost-effective than the optimal ferrite designs. Under the assumed design constraints, relative to the nominal ferrite cost of $10/kg, a gear ratio of ~4 requires NdFeB cost to at least $93/kg before ferrite is cost competitive, while designs with gear ratios of ~8 and ~16 require NdFeB rates of $92/kg and $91/kg, respectively. Alternatively, relative to the nominal NdFeB cost of $50/kg, a ferrite design with a gear ratio of ~4 requires ferrite to cost at most $3.3/kg for ferrite to be cost competitive, while designs with gear ratios of ~8 and ~16 require a ferrite rate of $3.5/kg.

Additionally, the minimum active material cost was evaluated for NdFeB and ferrite gear designs across a range of combinations of different magnet material and steel cost rates to illustrate the minimum active material costs that could be achieved for each cost scenario. This analysis demonstrated that for most historical price combination scenarios, NdFeB gear designs are still capable of achieving lower active material costs than ferrite gear designs. Furthermore, the results in Fig. 17 indicate that the prices of ferrite magnetic gear designs are significantly more dependent on the price of magnetic steel, as compared to the prices of NdFeB designs. Ferrite designs become increasingly cost-competitive at lower steel prices. Thus, the ratio of all three material costs is crucial for determining the best permanent magnetic material to use for a given application. In all cases, regardless of material price rates, the optimal NdFeB designs achieve significantly lower sizes and masses than the optimal ferrite designs. In addition to being generally undesirable, the higher size and mass of the ferrite designs will incur some additional cost penalties, such as increased housing material expenses, in various applications. However, the ferrite designs are able to achieve slightly higher efficiencies than the NdFeB designs.

Based on these observations, it is evident that NdFeB magnets are generally preferable for use in radial flux magnetic gears with surface mounted permanent magnets. Flux focusing topologies have been proposed for ferrite, due to their ability to increase the air gap flux density, but these topologies suffer from increased complexity, poor magnetic containment, and increased susceptibility to demagnetization. However, these topologies could disproportionately improve the performance of ferrite designs relative to NdFeB designs. For simplicity, flux focusing gears were not considered in this analysis. Future studies will evaluate the relative effectiveness of NdFeB and ferrite flux focusing magnetic gear designs to determine how the different topology impacts design and performance trends.
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